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Stimulation of CD3 T cells by CD3 capping
induces polarization of CD3 on T cells to initiate
the immune synapse, which governs the
resulting activity between T cell and antigen
presenting cell interactions
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Cell annotation of 4,000 PBMCs
UsingMolecular Pixelation in cells combined from 8 donors, we find
all the major cell types and annotate them fromwell known protein
markers. Our method provides single cell resolution and the assay
can be performed in one standard reaction tube

• Deep phenotyping of cells

• High multiplex, throughput, and resolution

• Single cell specificity without
single cell isolation

• No specialized equipment needed

CD3 polarization by capping

Rituximab binds to CD20 and induces its polarization on
the surface of B-cell lymphoma cell line Raji
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Modes of spatial arrangement
Cell surface proteins assume a spatial arrangement depending
on protein function, and may be affected by cell state
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T cell APC

The interaction between antigen
presenting cells (APC) and T cells,
where T cells are trained through
the immune synapse to recognize
foreign peptides from infections or
cancer mutations

Communication

Immune cell migration, and
transmigration through membranes,
in response to chemokines

Attachment and
movement

Cancer cellCAR-T

Cytotoxic T cell, NK cell, and CAR-T
binding to cancer cells and initiating
perforin/granzyme to kill cancer cells

Action

NK cellCancer cell

e.g. Rituximab uniquely clusters
CD20 on B-cell cancers recognized
by NK-cells, inducing cell killing

Antibody drug
mode-of-action

Applications
The spatial arrangement of cell surface proteins is associated with
a wide range of functions, some of which are exemplified here
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The spatial arrangement of the surface proteome of single cells

determines their activity in health and disease. Protein spatial architecture

enables cell-cell communication, mobility, structure, and immunological

activities such as the immune synapse. However, tools for studying these

fundamental processes of life at the scale, resolution and throughput

needed to facilitate large studies and data driven science are lacking,

mainly due to the limitations of microscopy.

To enable such studies, we have developed Molecular Pixelation, a DNA

sequence based method to report the relative location of cell surface

proteins utilizing DNA-tagged antibodies for Molecular Pixelation.
PFA fixed cells in suspension are
stained with antibody-oligonucleotide
conjugates (AOCs) with free 5’
phosphate ends

Then, the cells are bound by a first set
of DNA-pixels colocalizing the AOCs
by a Gap-fill ligation reaction.
A second DNA-pixelation reaction
then colocalizes the first DNA-pixels

Our pipeline computationally arranges
the sequencing reads into spatial single
cell proteome information of around 1000
pixels per cell, depending on cell type

The resulting product is amplified by PCR and subjected to standard short-read
sequencing. All steps of Molecular Pixelation are performed in a reaction tube with
no need for specialized equipment. The resulting data is a graph resolved by
sequencing to complete a mapping of each single cell for 80 target proteins
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Molecular Pixelation uses DNA pixels that each hybridize to about 10 cell bound target antibodies and
imprint a UMI on these, effectively colocalizing target proteins. Subsequently, the relative location of these
colocalization zones are determined by a second gap-fill ligation reaction using a second set of DNA pixels.

Molecular Pixelation is a novel addition
to our single cell analysis capability to
reveal new insights into cellular life.

Molecular Pixelation enables multiplex spatial
analysis of cell surface proteins in terms of
abundance, polarization, and colocalization
in hundreds of single cells in parallel.
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